












































Spontan Publikation #89 
Jörg Breu der Ältere (?), Illustrationen zu Salomon Trismosin (?), Splendor Solis, 1532 (?), 1582 (?) 
Fotos: www.british-museum.uk  
Tom Klengel , Wien, 2015
Das gegenwürtige Büechel wirdt genannt Splendor Solis oder Sonnenglantz. Thailt sich in siben Tractat, 
durch wellich beschriben wirdt die Kunstlich Würckhung des verporgenen Stains der Alten Weisen.

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jörg_Breu_der_Ältere


PREFACE

ALPHIDIUS, one of the old Philosophers, said: ‘Every one who does not care for the trouble of 
obtaining the Philosopher’s Stone, will do better in making no enquiries at all than only useless 
ones’. 

The same also says RHASES, in his book LIGHT OF LIGHTS: ‘Let it be said then to all, I hereby 
admonish them most earnestly, that none be so foolhardy to presume to understand the unknown 
intermixture of the elements, for as ROSINUS says: “All who engage in this Art, and are wanting 
the knowledge and perception of things, which the Philosophers have described in their books, are 
erring immensely; for the Philosophers have founded this art in a natural beginning, but of a very 
hidden operation. Though it is evident that all corporal things originate in and are maintained and 
exist of the earth, according to Time and Influence of the Stars and Planets, as Sun, Moon and the 
others, together with the four qualities of the elements, which are without intermission, moving 
and working therein, thereby creating every growing and procreating thing in its individual form, 
sex, and substance, as first created at the beginning by God, the Creator, consequently all metals, 
originate in the earth of a special and peculiar matter produced by the four properties of the four 
elements, which generate in their mixture the metallic force, under the influence of their respective 
planets. 

All this is well described by the natural master ARISTOTLE, in the fourth Book 
METEOROLOGICORUM, when he says, that QUICKSILVER is a matter common to all metals. 
But it must be known that first in Nature is the compound matter of the four elements. 

In acknowledging this property of Nature, the Philosophers called their Matter MERCURIUS, or 
QUICKSILVER. 

How this MERCURIUS takes the perfect form of Gold, silver or other metals through the working 
of Nature need not be mentioned here. The teachers of Nature’s Philosophy describe it sufficiently in 
their books. 

Upon such is based and founded the ART of the Philosopher’s Stone; for it originates in Nature, 
thence follows a natural end in a just form, through just and natural means. 

Author Salomon Trismosin
Title Splendor Solis (an alchemical treatise) 
Origin Germany
Date 1582
Language German
Script Gothic
Decoration 22 full page miniatures of alchemical subjects in colours and gold with full borders (ff. 2, 4, 7, 

10, 13v, 15, 16v, 18, 19v, 20v, 21v, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30v, 31v, 32v, 33v). Very large 
calligraphic initials in gold. Capitals marked in gold.

Dimensions in mm 320 x 220 (190 x 150)
Official foliation ff. 1* + 2*+ 3*+ 49 (+ 2 unfoliated parchment flyleaves at the beginning and at the end)
Form Parchment codex
Binding BM/BL in-house. Red leather with gold tooling; endpapers of pink silk; gilt edges.
Provenance Charles II, king of England (b. 1630, d. 1685): a manuscript answering to 3469 was seen by 

John Evelyn in the library of Charles II at Whitehall Palace, 2 Sept. 1680, being described 
by him as follows: “There is also the Processe of the Philosoph[e]rs greate elixir, represented 
in divers pieces of incomparable miniature; but the Discourse is in Dut[c]h and a MSS’ (see 
Wright 1972). 
Johann Cyprianus (b. 1642, d. 1723), German theologian: inscribed with his name (f. 3* ). 
Mrs Priemer, niece of Johann Cyprianus: inscribed with her name by Edward Harley (f. 3*). 
The Harley Collection, formed by Robert Harley (b. 1661, d. 1724), 1st earl of Oxford and 
Mortimer, politician, and Edward Harley (b. 1689, d. 1741), 2nd earl of Oxford and Mortimer, 
book collector and patron of the arts.  
Edward Harley bequeathed the library to his widow, Henrietta Cavendish, née Holles (b. 1694, 
d. 1755) during her lifetime and thereafter to their daughter, Margaret Cavendish Bentinck 
(b. 1715, d. 1785), duchess of Portland; the manuscripts were sold by the Countess and the 
Duchess in 1753 to the nation for £10,000 (a fraction of their contemporary value) under the 
Act of Parliament that also established the British Museum; the Harley manuscripts form one of 
the foundation collections of the British Library.

Notes The date 1582 is inscribed in gold in a roundel on f. 15 and on blocks of stone on ff. 27, 28.


